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QUESTION 1

Emily, an extrovert obsessed with social media, posts a large amount of private information, photographs, and location
tags of recently visited places. Realizing this. James, a professional hacker, targets Emily and her acquaintances,
conducts a location search to detect their geolocation by using an automated tool, and gathers information to perform
other sophisticated attacks. What is the tool employed by James in the above scenario? 

A. ophcrack 

B. Hootsuite 

C. VisualRoute 

D. HULK 

Correct Answer: B 

Hootsuite may be a social media management platform that covers virtually each side of a social media manager\\'s
role. With only one platform users area unit ready to do the easy stuff like reverend cool content and schedule posts on
social media in all the high to managing team members and measure ROI. There area unit many totally different plans
to decide on from, from one user set up up to a bespoken enterprise account that\\'s appropriate for much larger
organizations. 

 

QUESTION 2

Ricardo has discovered the username for an application in his targets environment. As he has a limited amount of time,
he decides to attempt to use a list of common passwords he found on the Internet. He compiles them into a list and then
feeds that list as an argument into his password-cracking application, what type of attack is Ricardo performing? 

A. Known plaintext 

B. Password spraying 

C. Brute force 

D. Dictionary 

Correct Answer: C 

A dictionary Attack as an attack vector utilized by the attacker to break in a very system, that is password 

protected, by golf shot technically each word in a very dictionary as a variety of password for that system. 

This attack vector could be a variety of Brute Force Attack. 

The lexicon will contain words from an English dictionary and conjointly some leaked list of commonly used 

passwords and once combined with common character substitution with numbers, will generally be terribly 

effective and quick. 

How is it done? 
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Basically, it\\'s attempting each single word that\\'s already ready. it\\'s done victimization machine-controlled 

tools that strive all the possible words within the dictionary. 

Some password Cracking Software: 

John the ripper 

L0phtCrack 

Aircrack-ng 

 

QUESTION 3

An attacker has installed a RAT on a host. The attacker wants to ensure that when a user attempts to go to
"www.MyPersonalBank.com", the user is directed to a phishing site. 

Which file does the attacker need to modify? 

A. Boot.ini 

B. Sudoers 

C. Networks 

D. Hosts 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Samuel, a professional hacker, monitored and Intercepted already established traffic between Bob and a host machine
to predict Bob\\'s ISN. Using this ISN, Samuel sent spoofed packets with Bob\\'s IP address to the host machine. The
host machine responded with
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